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MEMOSTRUCTURAL

LANDSCAPES

The main goal of the project
is thinking about the spacelandscape relationship in relation
to
landscape
memory
and
conducting design practices on
that relationship. The objectives
of the project as follows; To reveal
the landscape memory layers,
To make a personal contact with
space and explore tangible and
intangible structures in landscape,
To collect the exploring processes
in landscape with hybrid recording
methods, To take and interpret
memory layers as a data for design
practices.
The reading method of the
landscape memory will be
conducted on “Landscape Memory
Model” (Güler, 2019). The model will
be used as a guideline by students
and it will be developed for each
student during the semester. In
the project process, the revealing
the landscape memory layers and
turning them into a design concept
will be made with “researching,
observing, recording and creating”
processes. In this context, different
media products will be used
(watercolor, audio and visual
records, digital drawing programs).
Seminars and workshops about
these media will be arranged.
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Savur, Mardin is selected as a project area for the 2019-2020 Landscape Design
Studio I-II. Savur hosted various civilizations in the historical process. The daily life in

This workshop invites landscape architecture students to investigate different
representation techniques and tools by applying different techniques of important
landscape architects from history to contemporary. With this respect each student will
be asked to develop a rooftop garden design within a 30cm*30cm. frame and apply a
specific technique associated with a one of the prominent landscape architects ranging
from Roberto Burle Marx to Yves Bruniew, Michale Desvigne to Paolo Burgi.

the town is shaped by the building forms are compatible with the natural topography
of the place; living spaces arising from the intersections of the buildings; traditional
production methods coming from the social life. For this reason, Savur offers an
important potential for understanding the relationship between place and landscape,
reading the memory of landscape and experiencing the contextual space-making
practices. Landscape memory refers to the memory records of a landscape. In this
sense, for example, natural memory codes (geomorphology, climatic history, flora
traces formed after a flood etc.) and anthropogenic memory codes (architectural
structures, natural walkways, place names, oral history, art products etc.) refer to
memory codes of a landscape. The natural and cultural memory structures help us
to read a landscape together. Because landscape reflects the entire cultural activites
between nature and space (Gürler, 2016). These records are also important inputs for
our design practices. Because the existence and continuity of these memory records
increases the place attachment and sense of the place.

Watercolor Exercise, From the First Week
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WAter as memory
Rabİa Ezgİ Beyen
project I
When

we

look

to

Savur

throughout the years, it is so open
to see that there is a dramatic
collapse in many aspects of life,
which are tied to each other.
These are feeding and making
bigger each other. At first, there
is a huge water problem that
ruining every person’s life in the
region. Since many family was

6

earning their life by agriculture,

Firstly, there is a drainage problem which is human failure giving rise to water

the only revenue source of the

absence, water absence giving rise to fall down of the agriculture, It leads to jobless,

region was dead by the absence

and finally, there is becoming immigration at the end of this process. Many people are

of

the

hopeless in the area and not pleased with the state of affairs. They are waiting for help

dwellers are complaining about

to develop the Savur, especially from the state. The young generation of the region

the decrease in precipitation and

is complaining about the absence of any industrial attempt or development. Since

snowfall, actually it is not only

almost all the whole life is based on agriculture, there is any other sectoral activity

due to climate change, It is based

in the area. A young man from Savur says that ‘’There should be Factıries, plants, or

on many problems arising from

facilities in Savur, There is nothing here, so many prefer going to another city to be

many things.

able to earn their living.

the

water.

Although
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Main Square
Mansion
Community Kitchen
Mosque
Thermal Ponds

Women s Square

future

Meditation Garden
Playground

Herbal Plants Square

Mansion

Water Square

today

vineyard house

Travertine is chosen as the floor finishing
material. the reason for this choice is
past

the coherent color and texture with

While everybody waiting for the magic

It possesses that there is a series of programs following each other by the space

to go back to the good and beautiful

connectivity and water corridor. The squares are designed to vitalize the street

days of Savur, an announcement was

life. Each square has a dominating character. These are herbal plantings square,

made by the Savur Municipality about

community kitchen, playground, thermal pools, women square, and meditation

the retreatment of water. According to

garden with the help of the sound of water and the scent of special plants that

the authorities, it is not only a retreatment

endemic to Savur. In this way, it is aimed at that street for everybody, outdoor for

project but also includes environmental

everybody. Providing these activities by the water is metaphoric stuff. Another point

planning by functioning the order of

here is the highlight of the water by the design to create consciousness about water

the way of living. It puts the water in

in the dweller’s mind. It will also be helpful to make the dweller protector of nature,

the center of the process and arranges

water, and agricultural lands.

the region’s environment and material
characteristics. Also, it attracts attention
from

different

materiality.

Maybe

it

creates a slight contrast in the mean of
texture from the environment. It makes
the area distinguishable.

everything according to it. Beside
arranging, it also creates new things
for Savur. For the people complaining
about poorness in many aspects, this
project can make them satisfied with
the rich program it has. By the way of
recovering Savur, it touches a lot in the
region such as women, children, streets,
jobs, etc.
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Cultural diversity in Mardin is manifested in holidays as well as in all other

LOOP

areas. Muslim, Christian, and Yezidis celebrate various festivals, as well
as different ethnicities in the region.elements have their own traditional

ECE ÖZETLERER

celebrations. Many Yezidis celebrated and festivals and Christmas

project II
Savur is located in the north of
Mesopotamia. Şırnak is located
to the east, Şanlıurfa province to
the west, Diyarbakır to the north,
and Mardin to the south. The
district is located to the north of
Mardin and has a surface area
of 1049 square kilometers and
is connected to the City Center
by a 47 km asphalt road. Savur
stream passes through it. The
Mediterranean climate and the
continental climate prevail in
the district. Winters become
very cold, summers are hot and
dry. Most of the precipitation
coincides with the spring months.
The natural vegetation of the
district is made up of bushes.
The history of the district is very
old and extends to Etiler. Later,
it was dominated by the Roman
Empire and the Byzantines. After
the Sassanids and
Melikşah
XII. Artukogullari Savura, which
ruled for 300 years, became
dominant
in
the
century.

and Easter holidays of Syriacs are also celebrated. Muslims celebrate
Ramadan and Eid al-Adha (religious holidays) and traditional holidays.
Celebrate Neurosis Day. Savur’s most popular historical monument is the
Savur Castle. This castle is a very old, strategically strong castle on the
caravan and conquest routes of Mardin-Savur Midyat and Hasankeyf and
Cizre. This castle also caused great strife between Arabs and Byzantines.

As well as the Savur region includes

to the next generations. Suryani village

valuable cultural heritage, it has an

Dereiçi, which is one of the rare centers

important place between world cultural

where churches belonging to both

heritages thanks to its multilingual and

Protestant, Catholic and Orthodox sects,

multifaith structures. Moreover, in this

is buried in the ground with its secrets.

study, the cultural structure of the Savur

A mosque was built in the village where

region is indicated, it is focused on how

there were no Muslims, an imam was

these historical and cultural heritages

appointed, but the historical village was

are able to be preserved and transferred

ruined by indifference.

Images from the Site Visit September, 2019
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Savur encompasses one of the oldest urban living spaces in the world. It has the habits and traditions of living together
in diversity required by life. Assyrians, Kurds, Arabs, Mahalmis and other groups live adjacent to each other. So, by all these
different cultures, there are different types of cultural outputs which can be considered as tangible resources. These resources
will be reflected in the weathered steel panels as writings and/or symbols related to the rituals and beliefs of this region.

Healing, recourse to divine power to cure
mental or physical disabilities, either in
conjunction with orthodox medical care
or in place of it. Often an intermediary
is involved, whose intercession may be
all-important in effecting the desired
cure. Sometimes the faith may reside in
a particular place, which then becomes
the focus of pilgrimages for the sufferers.
Faith in the healing power of natural

Meditation capsules are conceived as

springs is long-standing and widespread.

a

Spiritual healing is about finding a

through a designed route, which links 4

connection to something greater than

of the different types of religions that can

yourself, be it friendship, community,

be seen of the history and multicultural

a sense of virtue or meaning, God, a

identity of Savur. Even though these

higher power or some sense of higher

four religions are apart from each

truth, beauty or sacredness in life.

other and vary in the scope of rituals,

Spiritual healing, therefore, is anything

they all have somethings in common.

meditative

experience

developed

that helps you to transcend the isolation
you feel because of a lack of meaning or

The most important common factor

purpose in life, or because of a lack of

is the sun and its effects on beliefs. In

connection to a higher power or sense

order to keep the connection between

of something greater than yourself.

religions and revive the memory of Savur
religious identity, a hole was created.
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MEMORY OF SAVUR
ALARA İLTER
project II
Savur is an old settlement
consisting of 2 hills. on one of
the hill is the castle of Savur.
The center has never changed
over
the
years.
Historical
structures that make up the
texture of the city; abbara, like
mosques and old mansions,
are gathered in the center.
There are also coffeehouses
where men can spend their
daily lives. and descending
towards the valley. There are
fields and poplars in the valley.
In traditional Savur house, water
had quite an importance, with
fountains in the gates giving
collected rainwater, also with
an antique form of the parental
bathroom.
House
furniture
typically made of wood and
houses are constructed of stones.
And traditionally they grew their
own fruits etc. Inside the house
there also baths for a woman
with special infrastructure made
considering
privacy.
Lately,
Savur became one of the cittaslow cities. And to improve and
develop Savur people need
to work. Orchards should be
farmed. Products should be
made. Also right now poplar
farming became unsustainable
due to climate change and the
unconscious use of water.
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Images from the Site Visit September, 2019
Organizations took action to bring the

Savur has always been the reason for the choice for people in terms of landforms,

idle areas of our Savur back to social

soil fertility and proximity to resources. In the past, people were able to produce many

life. The new project, which will serve

different types of products such as mulching, viticulture, and winemaking. it does not

the public and add value to the region,

have a lively economy anymore due to lack of resources, forgetting of the profession

has been developed by reviving the idle

and lack of masters. Today, the young population is leaving the city due to a lack

area between the poplars established

of work. for the rest, men do not have a job to do in the city center coffeehouses,

on the side of Savur’s unique savur

women are killing time at home.

stream and the road. Here are some
information about the project will be
consist of the three types of gardens,
such as tree garden, edible plant garden,
and perennial garden, also cooking
areas, craft-learning areas, sitting areas,
and a restaurant will be made also there
will be a deck surrounding the area for
better view and new experiences. The
residents of Savur will learn new skills,
food cooking skills, and other skills that
would make the Savur women more
socially active and accepted to Daily
life. Organizations say that this project is
a great opportunity for women in Savur
to leave their homes and join life. B.Y.,
a citizen who does not want to give his
The water cycle in our world is a process that similar to the circle of waterfalls into the

name. I think this project will help us a lot

earth, then collects streams, later on, we use the water in the process of production and

and the value of our Savar will increase

consumption. The water turns to stream then after then that water evaporates and the

and will enable the female citizens living

circle continues. Some theoreticians creating a concept of duality between women

in Savur to live a more active and quality

and water. Creating an abstract concept of woman cycle that parallels the cycle of

life. The projects seem to have positive

water. As from born, to consumption and production and the continuation of the cycle.

attention from the public as can be seen.
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The materials selected for use in the
project are those found naturally in
Mardin. The reason for using steel is to
create an area of memory because of
its rusting properties. The reason for
using Mardin stone is the reflection of
the already existing memory to the field
thanks to the project. thus, it is aimed to
strengthen the relationship between the
project and the area. plants are used in
Savur naturally grown plants are used
in the area of the existing memory
of the project even with the use of
natural stones is aimed to be further
strengthened.
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Images from the Site Visit September, 2019

ECO-MED CYCLE
Ecem cengİz
project II
The town of Savur has a historical
texture and is a pretty town
similar to Mardin. Its location
on the mountain slope and
the stonework of its structures
attract attention. The tribes
that dominated Mesopotamia
also affected here. The center
of Savur district, Castle, Rock
houses, Old Ulu Mosque, Roman
and Mor Yuhanın (Dereiçi Village)
Churches, Tombs and Başkavak
Bridge with a master hand added
historical site. The history of our
district is very old and extends
to Etiler.After the Sassanids
and Melikşah XII. Artukogullari
Savura, which ruled for 300
years, dominated the century.
During the reign of Sultan Selim
I, Savur joined the Ottoman
Empire. In 1884, the district has
gained status.
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The main program of the project is
making all kinds of legal arrangements
for the protection, maintenance, and
evaluation of medicinal and aromatic
plant diversity. A complete list of natural
plants traded in Turkey and abroad,
collector, the intermediary should be
prepared and a database should be
created. Plant pickers should be trained.
Data banks should be established to
collect and access information about
plants.
Determination of idle areas, public
areas, and agricultural areas are of great
importance for the settlement of the
program. Use of medicinal and aromatic
plants consciously and ensure the
sustainability of ecology; the economicand social continuation of the cycle
including people from different groups.
ITU | PEM stüdyo raporu
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Young Farmers!

Phytotherapists!

The place where the plan and section
are given is the application area. There
are fields, workshops, and warehouses.
People will be trained by farmers. They
will also be able to care for the plants
themselves.

What is happening in the site: growing
plants in the field, collecting in the
warehouse,
processing

distribution,
stages

are

washing,
carried

out.

Some of them are sent to the research
center during the distribution. Others

From the site visit, Material Identification
September,2019

are being sent to application and sales
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areas. People get training when they get

A complete list of natural plants that are traded in Turkey and abroad, collectors,

there. They use cafes and restaurants.

intermediaries should be prepared and a database should be prepared. Companies

All these wastes are recycled. Making

exporting plants, related official organizations, plant collectors should be trained on

all kinds of legal arrangements for the

this subject. In order to increase the variety and to ensure the production of quality

protection, maintenance, and evaluation

products in accordance with the standards, data banks should be established in order

of medicinal and aromatic plant diversity.

to collect and access information about plants.
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